
                                                                                                    Training week ___________ to __________ 

 

 

FOUNDATION TRAINING 

Impulse Control: 

       Slow treats 

       Mat/stay work 

       Down/relax 

       On/off switch 

       Wait for “get it” cue with desired toy/food even if it’s moving 

       Cookie Jar 

       Loose leash walking/ Heel with distractions 

       Leave it/Eyes = eye contact with me/zen treats 

       Release cue (let go of anything in your mouth) 

       Crate games and crate practice 

       Wait- at doors (+ reorient once thru), in car, in crate, before eating, at curbs/steps 

       “do nothing” in new places (I sit in chair, let pup take it in) relaxed pup = play session 

Play: Warm-Up behaviors: 

       With food/chasing        Stretch (rear legs, bow, paws up) 

       Toys (chasing/tug/fetch/switch toy        Fig 8 

       Personal play/wrestling        Spins 

Wearing stuff: Vet care: 

       Collar (build desire to put it on)        Exam (standing) 

       Harness        Exam (lying down) 

       Vest        Lying in hip X-ray position 

       Muzzle (basket & restrictive)        Restraint 

       Head collar        Lifting 

       Boots        Fake injections (pinch/poke) 

       Bandages        Turn around 

       Belly band        Lie on other side 

Routine care:        Pill taking 

       Nail trims        Eye/ear drops 

       Teeth brushing/inspection        Taking temp. 

       Brushing/shedding blade        May I touch you (in sit/on side/stand) 

       Eye/ear cleaning/ inspection        Open mouth 

       Foot wiping/ inspection        Get urine sample with ladle 

       Bathing Rear end awareness: 

By other people:        Walk over scattered PVC poles 

       Lifting        Pivot on bowl (both directions) 

       Exam        Ladder work 

       Put on muzzle        2on/2off 

       Put on leash        Back foot targeting (incl. back up) 

       Collar grab        Single rear foot targeting 

       Grooming        Target hips to open hand 

       Greeting- with stand facing me        Parallel boards 

Stay alone (quiet and relaxed) Stuff in the air: 

       In crate        Helium balloon 

       In car        Kites 

       With someone else        Paper airplanes 

       Loose in house        Drones 



 

 
Other: 

       Acclimation (in new places) till comfortable enough to initiate engagement and play 

       Engagement (for play/reward/easy stuff) even w/ distractions & end cue (Go play/All done) 

       Elimination on cue anywhere Get busy/Dump 

       Sit/down on many surfaces (moving, sand, warm, cold, water- all depths, mud, slippery, etc.) 

       Recall games with collar grab Drop food as distraction, run, then call. 

Also, hide and seek recalls in the woods        Whistle recall- 2 med length bursts 

       Whistle- Stop, sit and look at me - 2 Short = toy throw 

       Pointing-follow direction 

       Loud noises created by the puppy 

       Resource guarding prevention (hand in food bowl, sharing treats, release/get it back) 

       Play with other dogs 

       Platform work 

       Positive interrupter (kissy noise) 

       Stationing (wait your turn to train/get treats) 

       Empowerment exercises 

Field foundations: Agility: 

       Desensitize to field work distractions        Wobbly/moving surfaces 

       Fly        Narrow/bouncy planks 

       Directional control        Low platforms/incl. wobbly 

       Water zen        Rear feet on sloped target 

       Retrieve        Settle on mat in exciting place 

       Follow a line        Push under fabric drape 

       Take turns fetching        Hand target recall/side switches 

Obedience foundations:        Send betwn uprights/stanchions 

       Positions (Tuck/Drop/Rise)        Tunnel 

       Fancy heel        Core strength exercises 

       Handler’s scent recognition        Susan Salo Prog. with bumps 

Service Dog Tasks:        Go through hoop 

       Paws up Rally (fancy heel) 

       Smack it (HC plates when tall enough)        Serpentine 

       Under        Spiral left/Right 

       Get it- bring anything        About turns 

       Follow – walk behind me        270 

       Take it/hold it = carry something        360 

       Left/right turns when walking        IPO turns 

       Crowds/tight places        Walk around (sit/down/stand) 

       Down near food/ by shopping carts Other: 

       Down while being stepped over        Nosework 

       Leave it with dropped and offered food        Tricks 

               Treibball 

               Dock Diving 

               Swimming 

               Lure Course (flirt pole) 

               Frisbee (rollers) 

               Barn Hunt 

                

                

                


